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What are Containers good for?
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isolating dependencies
+ conflicting requirements

+ dealing with legacy
+ ship code
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Workflowworkflow
+ Reproducibility

„Frozen Environment“
+Flexibility @HPC/Datacenter



Source: www.critic.co.nz/files/article-3423.jpg
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Performance
close to bare-metal



An Updated Performance Comparison of
Virtual Machines and Linux Containers

Wes Felter, Alexandre Ferreira, Ram Rajamony, Juan Rubio
IBM Research, Austin, TX

{wmf, apferrei, rajamony, rubioj}@us.ibm.com

Abstract—Cloud computing makes extensive use of virtual
machines (VMs) because they permit workloads to be isolated
from one another and for the resource usage to be somewhat
controlled. However, the extra levels of abstraction involved in
virtualization reduce workload performance, which is passed
on to customers as worse price/performance. Newer advances
in container-based virtualization simplifies the deployment of
applications while continuing to permit control of the resources
allocated to different applications.

In this paper, we explore the performance of traditional
virtual machine deployments, and contrast them with the use of
Linux containers. We use a suite of workloads that stress CPU,
memory, storage, and networking resources. We use KVM as a
representative hypervisor and Docker as a container manager.
Our results show that containers result in equal or better
performance than VMs in almost all cases. Both VMs and
containers require tuning to support I/O-intensive applications.
We also discuss the implications of our performance results for
future cloud architectures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual machines are used extensively in cloud computing.
In particular, the state-of-the-art in Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS) is largely synonymous with virtual machines. Cloud
platforms like Amazon EC2 make VMs available to customers
and also run services like databases inside VMs. Many Plat-
form as a Servive (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS)
providers are built on IaaS with all their workloads running
inside VMs. Since virtually all cloud workloads are currently
running in VMs, VM performance is a crucial component
of overall cloud performance. Once a hypervisor has added
overhead, no higher layer can remove it. Such overheads then
become a pervasive tax on cloud workload performance. There
have been many studies showing how VM execution compares
to native execution [30, 33] and such studies have been a
motivating factor in generally improving the quality of VM
technology [25, 31].

Container-based virtualization presents an interesting al-
ternative to virtual machines in the cloud [46]. Virtual Private
Server providers, which may be viewed as a precursor to cloud
computing, have used containers for over a decade but many
of them switched to VMs to provide more consistent perfor-
mance. Although the concepts underlying containers such as
namespaces are well understood [34], container technology
languished until the desire for rapid deployment led PaaS
providers to adopt and standardize it, leading to a renaissance
in the use of containers to provide isolation and resource con-
trol. Linux is the preferred operating system for the cloud due
to its zero price, large ecosystem, good hardware support, good
performance, and reliability. The kernel namespaces feature
needed to implement containers in Linux has only become
mature in the last few years since it was first discussed [17].

Within the last two years, Docker [45] has emerged as a
standard runtime, image format, and build system for Linux
containers.

This paper looks at two different ways of achieving re-
source control today, viz., containers and virtual machines
and compares the performance of a set of workloads in both
environments to that of natively executing the workload on
hardware. In addition to a set of benchmarks that stress
different aspects such as compute, memory bandwidth, mem-
ory latency, network bandwidth, and I/O bandwidth, we also
explore the performance of two real applications, viz., Redis
and MySQL on the different environments.

Our goal is to isolate and understand the overhead intro-
duced by virtual machines (specifically KVM) and containers
(specifically Docker) relative to non-virtualized Linux. We
expect other hypervisors such as Xen, VMware ESX, and
Microsoft Hyper-V to provide similar performance to KVM
given that they use the same hardware acceleration features.
Likewise, other container tools should have equal performance
to Docker when they use the same mechanisms. We do not
evaluate the case of containers running inside VMs or VMs
running inside containers because we consider such double
virtualization to be redundant (at least from a performance
perspective). The fact that Linux can host both VMs and
containers creates the opportunity for an apples-to-apples com-
parison between the two technologies with fewer confounding
variables than many previous comparisons.

We make the following contributions:

• We provide an up-to-date comparison of native, con-
tainer, and virtual machine environments using recent
hardware and software across a cross-section of inter-
esting benchmarks and workloads that are relevant to
the cloud.

• We identify the primary performance impact of current
virtualization options for HPC and server workloads.

• We elaborate on a number of non-obvious practical
issues that affect virtualization performance.

• We show that containers are viable even at the scale
of an entire server with minimal performance impact.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II de-
scribes Docker and KVM, providing necessary background to
understanding the remainder of the paper. Section III describes
and evaluates different workloads on the three environments.
We review related work in Section IV, and finally, Section V
concludes the paper.

Source: Felter et al. (2014). An updated performance comparison of virtual machines and linux containers.

"In general, Docker equals or exceeds KVM 
performance in every case we tested. [...]  

Even using the fastest available forms of par- 
avirtualization, KVM still adds some overhead to 
every I/O operation [...].  

Thus, KVM is less suitable for workloads that are 
latency-sensitive or have high I/O rates. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work, 
An Updated Performance Comparison of Virtual 
Machines and Linux Containers

Zusammenfassung

Container vs. bare-metal: 
Although containers themselves have almost no overhead, Docker is 
not without performance gotchas. Docker volumes have noticeably 
better performance than files stored in AUFS. Docker’s NAT also 
introduces overhead for work- loads with high packet rates.  
These features represent a tradeoff between ease of management and 
performance and should be considered on a case-by-case basis.
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What is different with Containers?
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So...

Source: http://cdn.meme.am/instances/53646903.jpg
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• 2000, BSD
• Expanded (much older) 
chroot to isolate
processes

Jails

• 2002, Linux
• initial work on mount

namespace
• 2006 additional 

namespaces

Namespaces • 2005, Linux
• Linux Kernel Patches
• part of functionality now

in namespaces

Vserver + 
OpenVZ

• 2005, Solaris
• x86, SPARC
• Later „branded zones“

Zones • 2006, Linux
• „process groups“ 

renamed to „control
groups“

• limit resource usage of
a collection of processes

Cgroups

• 2008, Linux
• Combination of cgroups

+ namespaces

LXC • 2013, Linux
• Initially based on LXC
• Switched to libcontainer

Docker

• 2015, Linux
• Started as an 

alternative to Docker

CoreOS/rkt

Hypervisor-based virtualization
1999 VMware Workstation 1.0
2001 ESX 1.0 & GSX 1.0
2003 Xen 1st public release
2006 KVM (2.6.10)

Evolution of OS-level virtualization
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Built on existing technology
already included in the Linux Kernel



Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sK5i-N34im8 &&
https://de.slideshare.net/jpetazzo/cgroups-namespaces-and-beyond-what-are-containers-made-from-dockercon-europe-2015
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Container = Namespaces + cgroups

▶ Both Kernel features – „Containers“ use these + some „glue“ around it
– Namespaces : certain sub systems ns-aware – isolated operation
– Cgroups: certain resources controlable – limits for resource usage

Namespace Description
pid Process ID

net Network Interfaces, Routing 
Tables, …

ipc Semaphores, Shared Memory, 
Message Queues

mnt Root and Filesystem Mounts

uts Hostname, Domainname

user UserID and GroupID

Controller Description
blkio Access to block devices

cpu CPU time

devices Device access

memory Memory usage

net_cls Packet classification

net_prio Packet priority



Container Runtimes
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Docker



Source: http://cdn.meme.am/instances/500x/59600465.jpg
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What is Docker?
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It depends...
on the time

Engine -> Company -> Platform

Source: https://www.docker.com/what-docker
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Docker Hub
Docker Toolbox

Docker Compose
Docker Swarm

Docker Machine
Docker Universal Control Plane

Docker Trusted Registry
Docker Cloud

Docker Enterprise Edition
Docker „XYZ“ ;) More on that later :)
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The new old Microsoft?
Swarm, Platform lock in (Enterprise Edition), ...
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Hopefully not
Decoupling the plumbing

Link: https://de.slideshare.net/chanezon/building-distributed-systems-without-docker-using-docker-plumbing-projects-linuxcon-
berlin-2016
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runC / containerd
Docker >= 1.11 is based on runC and containerd
Effort to break Docker into smaller reusable parts
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▶ runC - low-level container runtime / executor
– CLI tool for spawning + running containers
– Implementation of the OCI specification
– Built on Libcontainer (performs the container isolation primitives for the OS)
– Can be integrated into other systems – does not require a daemon
– But not really end-user friendly

▶ Given to the OCI (Open Container Initiative)
– Founded 2015 by Docker and others. 40+ members
– Aims to establish common standards and avoid potential fragmentation
– Two specifications for interoperability: Runtime + Image (Both supported)

runC

Links: https://github.com/opencontainers/runc && https://opensource.com/life/16/8/runc-little-container-engine-could && 
https://www.opencontainers.org/
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containerd

Links: https://github.com/docker/containerd/ && https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWuHWfEB6ro && https://www.cncf.io/

▶ Containerd - daemon to control runC
– Sticker says: „small, stable, rock-solid container runtime“

– Can be updated without terminating containers
– Can manage the complete container lifecycle of its host system
• image transfer + storage, container execution + supervision, ...

– Designed to be embedded into a larger system, not directly for end-users

▶ Donated to the CNCF (Cloud Native Computing Foundation) – as is rkt ;)
– Linux Foundation project to accelerate adoption of microservices, containers

and cloud native apps.



Source: https://blog.docker.com/2016/04/docker-engine-1-11-runc/
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Moby
„Moby is an open framework created by Docker to assemble

specialized container systems without reinventing the wheel. 
It provides a “lego set” of dozens of standard components and a 

framework for assembling them into custom platforms.“
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Source: https://github.com/moby/moby
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Security



Source: https://docs.docker.com/engine/security/seccomp/#significant-syscalls-blocked-by-the-default-profile
@Rkt: https://coreos.com/rkt/docs/latest/seccomp-guide.html



Rooting out Root:
User namespaces in Docker

Phil Estes
Senior Technical Staff Member, Open Technologies, IBM Cloud

ContainerCon 2015

@estesp

estesp@gmail.com

Why user namespaces?

Security

Currently, by default, 
the user inside the 
container is root; 
more specifically uid 
= 0, gid = 0.  If a 
breakout were to 
occur, the container 
user is root on the 
host system.

Multitenancy

Sharing Docker 
compute resources 
among more than 
one user requires 
isolation between 
tenants.  Providing 
uid/gid ranges per 
tenant will allow for 
this separation.

User Accounting

Any per-user 
accounting 
capabilities are 
useless if everyone is 
root.  Specifying 
unique uids enables 
resource limitations 
specific to a 
user/uid. 

ContainerCon 2015

3

Added Security

4

ContainerCon 2015

$ docker run -v /bin:/host/bin -ti busybox /bin/sh

/ # id
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=10(wheel)
/ # cd /host/bin
/host/bin # mv sh old
mv: can't rename 'sh': Permission denied
/host/bin # cp /bin/busybox ./sh
cp: can't create './sh': File exists

Host root ≠ Container root

ContainerCon 2015

So where are we now?

User namespace support in Linux kernel 3.8 (early 2013)

User namespace support in Go 1.4 (December 2014)

User namespace support in libcontainer (February 2015)

22

User Namespace Status

◉ Namespace sharing/ordering details & design are resolved; 
implementation/changes underway in runC and libnetwork

> runC hooks PR: https://github.com/opencontainers/runc/pull/160 

> libnetwork tracker: https://github.com/docker/libnetwork/issues/429 

◉ “Phase 1” user namespace implementation (remapped root 
per daemon instance) targeted for Docker 1.9

> tracking issue: https://github.com/docker/docker/issues/15187 

> code PR: https://github.com/docker/docker/pull/12648 

◉ “Phase 2”--providing full maps and allowing per-container 
maps--is still under discussion

ContainerCon 2015

23

“Phase 1” Usage Overview

ContainerCon 2015

# docker daemon --root=2000:2000 ...
drwxr-xr-x root:root  /var/lib/docker
drwx------ 2000:2000  /var/lib/docker/2000.2000

$ docker run -ti --name fred --rm busybox /bin/sh
/ # id
uid=0(root) gid=0(root) groups=10(wheel)

$ docker inspect -f ‘{{ .State.Pid }}’ fred
8851
$ ps -u 2000
  PID TTY          TIME CMD
 8851 pts/7    00:00:00 sh

Start the daemon with a remapped root 
setting (in this case uid/gid = 2000/2000)

Start a container and verify that inside the 
container the uid/gid map to root (0/0)

You can verify that the container process 
(PID) is actually running as user 2000

24Link: https://events.linuxfoundation.org/sites/events/files/slides/User Namespaces - ContainerCon 2015 - 16-9-final_0.pdf



Even more...

↑Provision Mode | Operation Mode ↓

Source: VHPC16: Gantikow et al.
Providing Security in Container-based HPC Runtime Environments
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▶ Fully unprivileged containers
– Container startup by non-root Users without privilege escalation
– Lot‘s of development going on, early patch for runC, but not finished yet

▶ More activation of security features „by default“

▶ Phase 2 User Namespaces:
– custom namespaces per Container
– Goal: multi-tenant environment with uid/gid mapping per customer
– Support at upstream kernel already available

In the future...

Link: Rootless containers - https://github.com/opencontainers/runc/pull/774 && https://www.cyphar.com/blog/post/rootless-
containers-with-runc
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Alternatives to Docker
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Rocket / rkt
Docker is „fundamentally flawed“

- CoreOS CEO Alex Polvi
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▶ Not a Docker fork
– Started by the disappointed CoreOS team as Docker moved away from a 

simple building block to a plattform

▶ Mission: build a top-notch systemd oriented container runtime for Linux
– Not attempting to become a wider containerization platform
– Reached 1.0 in 02/2016 – production ready? Current: v1.27.0

▶ Features:
– Sticker says „Secure by default“, besides daemon-less including
• Support for executing pods with KVM hypervisor
• SELinux support, signature validation (as in Docker)

– Can run Docker images (-> appc, Docker, OCI)

Key facts - rkt
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▶ Very Linux oriented
– No Windows /  MacOS „version“
• using Docker easier vor Devs with tools like “Docker for Mac/Windows“

– Process model is more Linux-like than Docker‘s

▶ 3rd party support:
– Images: worse than Docker, but can run Docker images
– Schedulers (Kubernetes, ...): good

▶ Also project at the CNCF
– Merger unlikely, would rather lead to a third option
• (containerd &OCI compatible runtime + runc)

Key facts II - rkt
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LXC/LXD
"Containers which offer an environment as close to possible as the
one you'd get from a VM but without the overhead that comes with

running a separate kernel and simulating all the hardware.“
– LXC Documentation
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▶ Idea for Linux Containers (LXC) started with Linux Vservers

▶ Developers from IBM started the LXC project in 2008, currently led by Ubuntu

▶ Had support for user namespaces ages before Docker ;)

▶ Often considered ‚more complicated to use“

▶ Concept much closer to VMs than Docker
– Operating System containerization vs Application containerization
– Less living the „one application per container“ mantra

Key facts - LXC

More on that later? ;)
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▶ LXC „hypervisor“, originally developed by Ubuntu

▶ Offers integration with OpenStack

▶ Manages containers through a REST APIs

▶ Like “Docker for LXC", with similar command line flags, support for image
repositories and other container management features

Key facts - LXD
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systemd-nspawn
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▶ Limited – but might be sufficient in some cases
– "namespace spawn" - it only handles process isolation
– no resource isolation like memory, CPU, etc. 

▶ Does not download or verify images by itself

▶ Less enduser-friendly than rkt or Docker
– More „like using runc with less features“
– No „manager“ like containerd

Key facts - systemd-nspawn
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Alternatives for HPC
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Shifter

More on that later? :)
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Singularity

More on that later :)



Summary
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Runtime Reason
Docker You want a platform, if needed with support

You want one solution for different use cases
Docker lowlevel You want to integrate Docker into something „bigger“
Rkt You want a general purpose alternative to Docker

You get confused by Docker
LXC You want system-, not application-container
systemd-nspawn You want Docker lowlevel with much lesser features
Shifter Your other computer is a Cray and you want

something like containers
Singularity You do HPC and only HPC

Decision helper
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▶ Containers are based on existing Linux kernel features

▶ Several viable options exists for containerizing workloads
– rkt now provides a viable alternative to Docker
• Linux centric
• Strong competitor keeps monopolists sharp :)

– Breaking Docker into smaller reusable parts makes sense
– LXC for containerizing OS instead of application

▶ Docker‘s security has strongly improved

▶ But the war is won. And now moving to a different layer

Summary
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